The TRAVELERS

A New Musical FARCE
IN TWO ACTS

Words by
Chas. J. Burkhardt

Music by
Leo Friedman

TITLES

On a Porch on a Summer's Night . 60c
In Dear Old Mexico . . . 60c
My Arab Lady . . 60c
Miss Lady Moon . . 60c
Pretty Little Duckling . . . 60c

Frank K. Root & Co.
CHICAGO — NEW YORK
Trade Supplied by McKinley Music Co.
TRY THIS ON YOUR PIANO.

DIXIE DARLINGS.

TWO STEP.

Moderato.

PERCY WENRICH.
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MISS LADY MOON.

Words by CHARLES J. BURKHAARDT.  
Music by LEO FRIEDMAN.

Moderato.

Way up in the sky there lives a man called Mister Moon Whose
Certain nights Miss Moon acts queer, I watch for her in vain,
She

sweet and winsome daughter sets me crazy as a loon, And
hides behind a great big cloud, then peeps out once again. The

Copyright MCMLX by McKinley Music Co.
ev'ry night when all is still and she goes drifting by,
I'd
other night she vexed me so, she came home full and gay,
A-

leave this earth to win her heart if I had wings to fly.
long came Mister Twink-ling Star and stole Miss Moon a-way.

Chorus.
_a tempo._

Oh, Miss Moon, you look so pale, Sad in-deed must be your tale; The

Miss Lady Moon 3
jealous stars wink as you sail Across the Milky Way. Why

are you fickle, Lady Moon, Come down and let us spoon soon, The

stars are fair but can't compare with you, Miss Lady Moon. Moon.
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ROLL ON THE ROLLAWAY
Words by ROGGER LEWIS
Music by AL. BROWN
Chorus
Roll with me on the roll-a-way, Roll my cares a-way, Roll me night and day.

Roll me a-round to the music, No matter what tune they play.
Many's the time you have strolled with me, Love tales told to me.

But they're old to me, Come let's be gay while the music they fill the heart with happiness Or sad, sweet night and day.
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LOVE RULES THE WORLD
Words by BETH SALTER WHITSON
Music by LEO FRIDEMAN
Refrain
Love rules the world, Where'er you may stray, It

fills the heart with happiness, Or sad, sweet night and day.
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HOW'DY HIRAM

BARN DANCE

Moderate.
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DIXIE DARLINGS

TWO-STEP

Moderate.
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Any of the above pieces sent upon receipt of 25c.
Ask your music dealer for them.